NEWS RELEASE
NURSING HOME MEDICAL SUPPLIES OFFER DISTRIBUTORS BROADER
PRODUCT LINES TO INCREASE SALES
ORANGEBURG, NY – Dynarex, a leading medical products brand and provider of disposable medical
supplies, is pleased to announce the launch of several products for nursing homes & hospitals. The
new Low Bed Urine Bag, Skin Protekt™ Geri-Sleeves, Gait Belts and Cold/Hot Medicated Patches to
enhance existing medical disposable product offerings and new ones to these key market segments.
There are two new types of Gait Belts available, one that is antimicrobial and one that is a wipeable.
The antimicrobial version has a silver Ion Antimicrobial agent which helps control odor and inhibits the
growth of bacteria on the surface of the belt. The wipeable version is a vinyl gait belt that can be simply
sprayed with a disinfectant and wiped clean. All edges are fully sealed and there are no seams for
microbes to hide in. click here.
•
•

Item #4344 - Antimicrobial 1/bag, 10 bags/Cs
Item #4345 - Wipeable 1/bag, 10 bags/Cs

Low Bed Urine Bag has an exclusive slide-tap draining port which allows for minimal splashing; a
common issue during the drainage activity in any medical facility. The new design allows for the bag
to be used with a low bed and still allows for the bag not to touch the floor. It holds 1200 ml. of fluids
and is latex free. For more information click here.
•

Item #4290 – 1200 ml., 20/Cs

Skin Protekt™ Geri-Sleeves acts as a non-compression skin covering for patients with fragile skin. The
antimicrobial, soft covering can conform to different body shapes and provides ideal protection for IV
and wound sites. There are thumb hole cut-outs which keep arm sleeves in place. The leg sleeves
prevent skin shear at the heels and calves. Each of the sleeves is numbered with size bands for easy
identification. For more information click here.
•
•
•

Item # 1930 - Arm-Small 10pr/Cs, with 1 size band
Item # 1931 - Arm-Medium 25pr/Cs, with 2 size bands
Item # 1932 - Arm-Large 25pr/Cs, with 3 size bands

•
•

Item # 1933 - Arm-X-Large 10pr/Cs, with 4 size bands
Item # 1934 - Leg-Universal 10pr/Cs, No size bands

Cold/Hot Medicated Patches are an addition to already popular hot & cold packs that Dynarex offers
today. These patches are designed to provide temporary relief to minor aches and pains of muscles
and joints due to arthritis, simple backache, strains, sprains & bruises. They provide long-lasting
performance; effective up to 8 hours. This product is offered in retail friendly packaging for other market
segments and compares to the popular brands like Icy Hot Patches on the market today. For more
information click here.
•
•
•

Item # 1451 - Arm/Neck - 8x12cm 5pc/bag, 1bg/box, 36bx/Cs
Item # 1452 - Back - 10x20cm 5pc/bag, 1bg/box, 36bx/Cs
Item # 1453 - XL Back - 14x25cm 3pc/bag, 1bg/box, 36bx/Cs

“We are very excited to launch these new products to support our distributor’s customer needs in the
Nursing Home and Hospital Markets.” said Zalman Tenenbaum, CEO “Dynarex is committed to our
core principle of “We Care Like Family” and will always support our distribution partners with more
selections to drive opportunities.” These new products have been carefully researched and selected
to enhance our distributor selling opportunities in the marketplace. For more detailed information on
each of these products and/or Dynarex’s complete catalog of products, visit www.dynarex.com.
About Dynarex
Dynarex is a leading brand of disposable medical products with distributor partners in all 50 states, as
well as in Canada, the Caribbean Islands, and South America. It provides a wide range of the finest
quality disposable and durable medical equipment products, at an exceptional value. The company’s
value statement “We Care Like Family” underscores its belief in philanthropy and giving back to our
partners’ communities. Founded in 1967, Dynarex is headquartered in Orangeburg, NY. For more
information, call 1-888-DYNAREX (1-888-396-2739) or visit dynarex.com.
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